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Liana Fideler
Scholarship

FOR KINESTHETIC LEARNERS

4-Year High School Scholarship
Established 2016
Oak Grove students learn to use their minds, their bodies,
and their hearts well because the overarching themes
expressed in the Arts of Living and Learning are embedded
in the school’s culture, curriculum, classroom practice, and
expectations of student learning.
The aim of this scholarship is to honor students that would
thrive in an alternative educational setting in which tactile
and hands-on learning opportunities are provided and
encouraged. Kinesthetic learners do best when carrying out
physical activities as opposed to listening to a lecture or watching demonstrations. The curriculum within Oak
Grove’s intimate high school offers the space and support for kinetically exceptional students to thrive and
succeed.
The admissions committee awards the scholarship to incoming freshman who live locally, plan to attend all
four years of the high school program, remain in good academic standing, and demonstrate the characteristics
of a kinesthetic learner.
To Apply for the Liana Fideler VPA Scholarship:
• Complete an online application for Oak Grove School
• Complete the Financial Aid Application
• Submit teacher evaluation forms or community member recommendation and transcripts
• Student: Write a 1-2 page essay about how you, as a kinesthetic learner, would benefit from an Oak Grove
educational environment
• Parents: Write a 1 page narrative on why you have chosen Oak Grove for your student, and how, as a
family, you will be a positive addition to the community
• Participate in an Admissions Interview
Please direct questions to:
Office of Admissions | enroll@oakgroveschool.org | (805) 646-8236 x 109 | oakgroveschool.org
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